Product OP-erations

Getting stuff out of the door and into the hands of customers
Andrew Nimick
GM Digital Development NZME
Deployment Numbers

Google deploy a terabyte of gigglebits per day

Facebook 200 “fake like” bits per minute

AWS launches a million “features” a year
What do we care about
We Can Deploy
Patterns and Anti-Patterns

Make the difference
Evaluate yours carefully

Patterns and Anti-Patterns

“Dantooine”
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Patterns and Anti-Patterns

“The Death Star”

Patterns and Anti-Patterns

“The New Death Star”
(A force awakens)
A New Target

The Customer Focus

Flow - Avoiding Gates

I am not in competition with anyone but myself. My goal is to improve myself continuously.

— Bill Gates —
Flow- Overcoming Barriers

Stile:

an arrangement of steps that allows people but not animals to climb over a fence or wall.
Continuous Product Delivery via Improvement
Where am I going with this?

Change Manager
- People
- Process
- Technology

Project Manager
- Process
- Technology
- Resources

Technology Manager
- Technology
- Process
- Resources

Culture will eat strategy for Breakfast
Peter Drucker
Things to work out

Who decides how devops will work?

Are we in this together?

How do we ensure we are building and deploying the right things?

What do we need to monitor and how?

What are the metrics we value?

How do we achieve good lazy?

How do we deploy from the pub?
One more Pattern

Agile

Lean

Devops
Final word